DNA/RNA analysis is extremely important in molecular biology, genetics, and molecular medicine. One of the fastest growing areas in DNA/RNA technology is the development of DNA-based biosensors for genetic mutation analysis and sequencing (1-9). A gene-based biosensor normally employs immobilized DNA probes as the recognition element and measures specific binding processes such as the formation of DNA-DNA and DNA-RNA hybrids at the biosensor surface. Fluorescent techniques have significantly enhanced the capability in DNA-based biotechnology development and biosensors (1, 2). However, there are several critical limitations in fluorescence-based biosensors, such as the need for labeled targets or a fluorescent DNA stain, i.e., an intercalation reagent, or a competitive assay. These limitations make it difficult to carry out realtime hybridization studies and to quantitatively monitor hybridization kinetics at an interface. Current DNA biosensors are rarely used to study biological processes in living cells in real time and in vivo.
DNA/RNA analysis is extremely important in molecular biology, genetics, and molecular medicine. One of the fastest growing areas in DNA/RNA technology is the development of DNA-based biosensors for genetic mutation analysis and sequencing (1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7) (8) (9) . A gene-based biosensor normally employs immobilized DNA probes as the recognition element and measures specific binding processes such as the formation of DNA-DNA and DNA-RNA hybrids at the biosensor surface. Fluorescent techniques have significantly enhanced the capability in DNA-based biotechnology development and biosensors (1, 2) . However, there are several critical limitations in fluorescence-based biosensors, such as the need for labeled targets or a fluorescent DNA stain, i.e., an intercalation reagent, or a competitive assay. These limitations make it difficult to carry out realtime hybridization studies and to quantitatively monitor hybridization kinetics at an interface. Current DNA biosensors are rarely used to study biological processes in living cells in real time and in vivo.
Tyagi and Kramer have recently utilized a novel design of fluorescence energy transfer and developed a new class of oligonucleotide, molecular beacon (MB), 2 DNA probes (10) . Molecular beacons can recognize and report the presence of specific nucleic acids in homogeneous solutions with high sensitivity and excellent selectivity (10 -18) . Molecular beacons are singlestranded DNA molecules that possess a stem-and-loop structure. The loop portion of the molecule can form a double-stranded DNA in the presence of a complementary nucleic acid. A MB is labeled with a fluorophore and a quencher on the two ends of the stem. There are five to eight bases at each side of the two ends of the beacon which are complementary to each other. The stem keeps these two moieties in close proximity to each other, causing the fluorescence of the fluorophore to be quenched by energy transfer. These probes un-dergo a spontaneous fluorogenic conformational change that restores the fluorophore fluorescence when they hybridize to their targets. Since MB's synthesis in 1996, there has been strong interest in its applications and further development. Molecular beacons are useful in situations where it is either not possible or not desirable to isolate the probe-target hybrids from an excess of the hybridization probes, such as real-time monitoring of DNA/RNA amplification reactions and the detection of RNA within living cells (12, 15) . Molecular beacons have been used for protein-DNA interaction studies (13) , enzymatic cleavage measurement (16) and for real-time monitoring of polymerase chain reactions, and even in the investigation of HIV-1 disease progression (17) . Multicolored molecular beacons have been synthesized to recognize multiple targets in a single solution (14) . Molecular beacons have high selectivity with single base-pair mismatch identification capability. They hold promise in genetics, disease mechanisms, and molecular interaction studies.
So far, molecular beacons have been mainly used in a homogeneous liquid solution. However, there are many interesting applications for surface-immobilized DNA molecules (1, 8, 9) . Recently, we have designed and synthesized several surface-immobilizable molecular beacons intended for DNA hybridization studies at an interface (18) . They are biotinylated ssDNA molecular beacons with tetramethylrhodamine as the fluorophore and DABCYL as the quencher. We have used these biotinylated ssDNA molecular beacons for immobilization onto an optical fiber core surface through a biotin-avidin interaction to prepare evanescent wave DNA biosensors (7) . However, these sensors used a relatively large (mm in size) surface area of an optical fiber's core surface for sensing interaction studies. In this paper, we describe the development of several ultrasmall (down to submicrometer) optical fiber DNA/ RNA biosensors and DNA biosensor array using the immobilized MBs on optical fiber tips. These miniaturized biosensors can be used to detect free and nonlabeled DNA/RNA targets with high sensitivity and excellent selectivity.
MATERIALS AND METHODS
Instrumentation. The experimental set-up for the DNA biosensor characterization was based on an inverted Olympus fluorescence microscope (Model IX70-S8F) as shown in Fig. 1 . In this apparatus, an ICCD (Princeton, EEV 512 ϫ 1024 FT) was mounted on the top entrance port of the microscope. The excitation radiation source was a 515-nm laser beam from an Innova 307 Ar ϩ laser (Coherent Laser, Santa Clara, CA). The laser beam was first directed to an optical fiber through an optical fiber coupler (Newport Corp., Irvine, CA). The optical beam from this fiber was then coupled to the DNA fiber probe with an optical fiber splice (CamSplice, Siecor). The proximal end of the DNA biosensor was placed in a detection system. The fluorescence was collected via quartz microscope objectives with either 15ϫ or 60ϫ magnification and transmitted by a dichoric mirror. To specifically select the fluorescent signal, a 585-nm interference filter was put in front of the ICCD camera for the detection of rhodamine signal. The ICCD was controlled by a PC computer with the WinView software (Princeton Instrument Inc., NJ). Fluorescence images were acquired using different exposure times for either full-frame or subframe images.
Optical fiber probes. Optical fibers were used for DNA sensor preparation. They were used either in their original forms from commercial sources (General Fibers, NJ) or as a miniaturized probe. The fabrication of micrometer to submicrometer fiber probes has been described before (19, 20) . We produced fiber probes by two methods: standard pulling procedures using a P-2000 puller from Sutter Instrument Co. or an etching procedure using HF. A single mode optical fiber with core diameter of 3.7 m was fabricated to a probe with micrometer to submicrometer diameter. These probes have been used for DNA bisensor applications.
Preparation of a molecular beacon DNA biosensor. The DNA MB probes used in this work are summarized in Table 1 . A batch of eight optical fiber probes was used in a single immobilization cycle. The fiber tips were first immersed into 10 M NaOH solution overnight and thoroughly rinsed with deionized water. The treated fiber tips were incubated in avidin solution (1 mg/ml, 10 mM phosphate buffer, pH 7.0) for 12 h at 4°C. The avidin layer was stabilized by crosslinking with glutaraldehyde (1% in 100 mM phosphate buffer) for 1 h at room temperature, followed by incubating in 1 M Tris/HCl (pH 6.5) for 3 h at 4°C to remove unbound avidin. Next, the avidin immobilized optical fiber tips were immersed into a biotinylated molecular beacon solution (1 ϫ 10 Ϫ6 M in 10 mM phosphate buffer (pH 7.0)) for 20 min to allow the biotinylated beacon to be immobilized onto the fiber surface. The fiber tips were stored in a 10 mM phosphate buffer at 4°C for future use.
RNA preparation. Total RNA was isolated from rat lung tissues and then reverse transcribed (RT) to cDNA with oligo(dT) primer by using cDNA cycle kit according to the manufacturer's instructions (Invitrogen BV) (21) . RT products were used as a template for PCR. PCR was performed for 25 cycles using oligonucleotides 5Ј-GCG CTT CCG GTG TCC AGA-3Ј and 5Ј-GCC AGG GCT GTG ATC TCC-3Ј as a primer pair, respectively. A 204-bp DNA fragment was produced by the PCR amplification and cloned into the PCR2.1 vector (TA Cloning Kit, Invitrogen). The recombinant plasmid was transformed to Escherichia coli INV␣ cells. Minepreps DNA was carried out and linearized with BamHI. A typical T7 transcription reaction containing 1.0 g of linearized plasmid DNA template was carried out by using Ambion Megascript in vitro transcription kit. A 204-nt rat ␥-action RNA was produced and purified.
Hybridization of target DNA/RNA to immobilized molecular beacon optical biosensor. The immobilized molecular beacon optical fiber biosensor was stabilized on the microscope stage. A specially designed testing device was used for MB biosensor hybridization study. The very tip of the immobilized MB optical fiber sensor was immersed in 20-l target DNA/RNA solutions. Fluorescent images were obtained and processed to yield an average intensity over time. In order to minimize photobleaching, a shuttered excitation source was applied during data acquisition.
RESULTS
Immobilization of molecular beacon on an optical fiber probe surface. We chose to immobilize MB on an optical fiber surface using an avidin-biotin interaction which has high affinity (K d ϭ 10 Ϫ15 M) for binding. Avidin was first adsorbed on the tip of an optical fiber probe and then crosslinked by glutaraldehyde to increase the stability of the avidin layer. The immobilized avidin fiber probe was used to bind the biotinylated MB, creating a MB DNA biosensor. The binding process was monitored by incubation of the avidinimmobilized fiber probe with different concentrations of biotinylated MB. The experimental result showed that the binding process was fast with equilibrium coverage reached within 10 min. It is interesting to note that even though the MB immobilization kinetics was varied at different MB concentrations in the immobilization solution, the final fluorescent signals observed from MB on the fiber surface were very similar for the same size optical fiber probes. This indicates that there may have been a finite number of avidin sites on the fiber surface for biotinylated MB binding. When there was no avidin immobilized on the optical fiber surface, the biotinylated MB was not bound to the surface. This confirmed that there was no direct physical absorption of biotinylated MB on the fiber surface. In addition, we observed that there was no significant leakage of the immobilized MB when the MB probe was immersed inside buffer solution for a few days.
Hybridization studies with the immobilized molecular beacon. When the immobilized MB was incubated with a complementary DNA (cDNA), it interacted with its cDNA target in solution and double-stranded DNA was formed, which causes a separation of the fluorophore from quencher, restoring the fluorescence of the fluorophore. Hybridization of the MB immobilized on the optical fiber probe was investigated by immersing the tip of the optical fiber MB biosensor in a 20-l target oligonucleotide solution. The real-time dynamic process of the hybridization was monitored by imaging the fiber probe tip with an optical microscopy system equipped with an intensified couple charged device (ICCD) as shown in Fig. 1 . The fluorescent images of the hybridized biosensor at different times are shown in Fig. 2 , indicating that the MB biosensor exhibits fast hybridization with a 60 nM cDNA target. Within one min, a significant increase in fluorescence was observed, and hybridization was completed within 10 min. This process could be made faster by optimizing hybridization conditions, i.e., salt concentration and temperature. The response time of this DNA biosensor is fast when compared to other DNA biosensors which take up to a few hours (22) .
Effect of ionic strength on MB hybridization on the DNA sensor surface. Salt-dependent electrostatic effects are a major factor in determining the stability, structure, reactivity, and binding behavior of nucleic acids either in solution or at an interface. The hybridization between the immobilized MB and its target oligonucleotide on the fiber surface was studied in different salt solutions with different concentrations. The experimental results indicate that divalent cations played a much more important role in facilitating the hybridization reaction than monovalent cations. We further investigated the influence of MgCl 2 concentration on hybridization kinetics of the immobilized MB with its target DNA on optical fiber surface in 20 mM Tris-HCl (pH 8.0). Hybridization could barely be detected without MgCl 2 . As MgCl 2 concentration is increased, the hybridization efficiency is greatly improved. For example, the relative reaction rate has been increased 5 times when the [MgCl 2 ] is raised from 0.1 to 10 mM. All these can be simply explained by the decrease of the electrostatic repulsion between anionic chains of MB on the surface and the target nucleic acids in high concentration of MgCl 2 (7, 10) . When the concentration of MgCl 2 is above 100 mM, there is little effect when higher concentration of MgCl 2 is used. The concentration of MgCl 2 used in all subsequent experiments was 100 mM.
Sensitive detection of target DNA molecules. We have determined the sensitivity of the MB evanescent wave sensor and further studied the kinetics of the hybridization reaction on the fiber surface by using different concentrations of target oligonucleotide. The target DNA can directly hybridize with the immobilized MB molecules on the fiber surface. Initial reaction rates are used to characterize the hybridization kinetics. The rate is plotted vs concentration of target DNA in a 0 -100 nM range, as shown in Fig. 3A . The hybridization rate is increased linearly with increasing target oligonucleotide concentration. The excellent linear relationship (with a correlation factor of 0.9987) between the initial reaction rate and target DNA concentration indicates that the initial binding kinetics on the optical fiber surface reflected a pseudo-first-order reaction. We have carried out statistical determination of the detection limit of the MB DNA sensor. We used the slope of Fig. 3 to calculate the detection limit. The concentration detection limit of the sensor (S/N ϭ 3) for a target DNA is 0.3 nM. Using initial reaction rates to characterize the sensor's detection limit is more appropriate than steady-state fluorescence intensity. The reaction rate is an instant measurement dependent on target DNA concentration under fixed and optimal conditions. When the target DNA concentration is low, it takes a long time to reach steady-state.
Detection of 1-base mismatched DNA. The ability of the MB to be sensitive to small variations in the sequences of nucleic acids is extremely useful and important. For example, the diagnosis of genetic diseases often requires the detection capabilities of a single point mutation. Therefore, the MB biosensor's specificity is an important parameter for its performance. The biosensor's hybridization with three different analytes were conducted: 30 nM cDNA, 30 nM noncomplementary DNA, and 30 nM 1-base mismatched DNA. Figure   3B shows that the fluorescence signal increased upon exposure to cDNA, while there was no increase in fluorescence signal for noncomplementary DNA. When DNA containing a single mismatched base was used, fluorescence was considerably reduced. The discrimination in hybridization between perfectly matched and single-base mismatched DNA duplexes relies on the stability of the newly formed double-stranded DNA since the length of the complementary sequence, its GC content, and location of mismatched bases all have strong effects on duplex stability (23) . It is known that the specificity of MB is higher than that for a linear probe due to the existence of the MB's hairpin stem structure (10) . It has also been demonstrated that there was no fluorescence enhancement in the presence of a 1-base mismatched oligonucleotide when the sequence was carefully chosen (10) . Therefore, a MB biosensor's specificity should be carefully evaluated since the design of the loop length, the base composition, and the position of the mismatched base within the sequence all have major impact on the selectivity.
Ultrasensitivity of molecular beacon optical biosensor. The MB DNA sensor was sensitive in detecting cDNA in the subnanomolar range as shown by the response of the MB DNA biosensor to different concentrations of cDNA molecules (Fig. 3A) . The results indicate that the rate of hybridization was linearly related to the concentration of the target oligonucleotide, from 0.6 to 120 nM. The concentration detection limit (S/ N ϭ 3) of the DNA biosensor for its target is 0.3 nM, which is approximately one order of magnitude lower than that for many other DNA sensors (22) . The linear relationship in Fig. 3A suggests that the initial binding kinetics on the optical fiber surface was a pseudo-firstorder reaction. The mass detection limit of the MB DNA biosensor is 15 amol. This is the upper limit since we estimate the sampling volume to be about 50 nL when a 105 m biosensor was used (3500 ϫ 3500 ϫ 3500 m) (19) .
Multiple molecular beacon biosensors. The immobilization of several biotinylated MBs on multiple individually addressable optical fiber probes enables the development of multianalyte DNA optical fiber sensor arrays. To demonstrate the feasibility of this concept, we used four fiber probes for biosensor array preparation. We divided the four fibers into two groups, each with a different molecular beacon (MB1 and MB2) immobilized on their tips. After the preparation of individual biosensors, the four fiber probes were bundled together as shown in Fig. 4A and immersed in a 20-l target oligonucleotide solution. The four MB biosensors had high sensitivity toward their specific target DNA molecules as shown in Figs. 4B-4D . There was some background fluorescence from the immobilized MB sensors due to incomplete quenching of the fluoro- Change in MB hybridization rate vs concentration of the target oligonucleotide is linear. The initial hybridization rate was calculated using the slope of the linear portion of the time course of hybridization. Both initial and steady-state reaction rates can be used for sensor characterization. However, when cDNA concentration is low, it takes a long time to reach steady state. So it is more appropriate to use the initial rate for sensor characterization in our experiments. (B) Time course of hybridization of (a) 30 nM noncomplementary oligonucleotide, (b) 30 nM 1-base mismatch oligonucleotide, (c) and 30 nM complementary oligonucleotide to the immobilized molecular beacon optical fiber biosensor. phores in the MB (Fig. 4B) (10, 18) . When the cDNA of MB2 was added to the testing device, only the MB2 biosensors became brighter (Fig. 4C) , while the MB1 sensor had no response. The biosensor array was then regenerated (MB2 sensor) by treatment with 90% formamide in a TE (10 mM Tris-HCl, pH 8.3, 1 mM EDTA) for 1 min at room temperature. After regeneration, the fluorescent intensity of the MB2 biosensors decreased to their original levels (Fig. 4D) , indicating that DNA hybrids were dissociated into single strands and the stems of the immobilized MB were closed again. Similarly, only MB1 biosensor responded when the cDNA of MB1 was added to the solution (Fig. 4E) . After regeneration of MB1 biosensors, a mixture of cDNAs for both MB1 and MB2 was added to the testing device. All four biosensors in the sensor array became brighter, indicating that hybridization was taking place on all these individually addressed biosensors. These results clearly show that the hybridization of nonlabeled target oligonucleotide has been selectively monitored in real time. The immobilization of different molecular beacons on optical fiber probes allows for the precise identification of multiple targets simultaneously.
Molecular beacon biosensor for the detection of specific ␥-actin mRNA sequences. An important aspect in the determination of gene expression is measuring specific mRNAs. In order to test the biosensor's ability to analyze mRNA and PCR products, an RNA sample containing the target sequence of the MB1 probe was prepared. The loop sequence of the immobilized MB1 biosensor corresponds to the antisense strand, complementary to the human ␤-actin mRNA (bases 833-850) or rat ␥-actin mRNA (bases 815-832) (21) . The MB biosensor was used to detect the 204-nt rat ␥-actin mRNA fragment (bases 782-985) amplified by PCR. The 204-nt mRNA was denatured for 5 min at 95°C and cooled on ice. The MB1 biosensor was inserted directly into the 204-nt mRNA buffer solution, and the fluorescence intensity was monitored in real time. The hybridization rate was plotted against the concentration of the RNA sample, as shown in Fig. 5 , where there is a linear relationship between the hybridization rate and the concentration of the ␥-actin mRNA sample. Using this curve as a standard, the concentrations of a few unknown RNA samples were determined within a Ϯ5%. This demonstrates the applicability of the biosensors developed here for the quantitation of mRNA and PCR products.
Submicrometer molecular beacon optical DNA/RNA biosensor. The optical fiber probes for the MB biosensor development can be microfabricated with different sizes, ranging from 0.1 to 105 m depending on the fabrication process and the specific requirements for the biosensors. Optical fiber probe nanofabrication is a well-developed technology in near-field optics (19, 20, 24) . Since the signal transduction mechanism is built within the MB molecules, molecular beacons should be well suited for the imaging and detection of specific DNA/RNA inside living cells. This can be realized by combining MB and a nanometer scale optical biosensor technology (19) to prepare ultrasmall DNA biosensors. Submicrometer optical fiber probes were prepared either by pulling (19) or by hydrofluoric acid etching (20) , and used to immobilize the biotinylated MB DNA probe. As shown in Fig. 6 , the end surface of the submicrometer probe is fluorescent when it is inserted into a cDNA solution. The submicrometer MB biosensor has been tested with different cDNA solutions. It can detect a cDNA concentration of 10 nM, and the mass detection limit for the sampling volume (ϳ0.27 nL) is 0.27 amol. To our knowledge, this is the smallest optical fiber DNA biosensor. The biosensor's small size offers the ability to perform fast hybridization analysis using extremely small sample volumes, so the submicrometer DNA biosensor is ideal for the detection of mRNA of a specific gene within living cells, as that has been accomplished with intracellular ion measurement (24) . However, since the number of mRNA in a single cell is small (12) , it will require further refinement of the submicrometer molecular beacon biosensor and the design of the molecular beacons.
DISCUSSION
This report describes novel molecular beacon DNA biosensors based on fluorescence imaging and measurements. The biosensors are based on newly developed biotinylated MBs designed for surface immobilization. The biotinylated molecular beacons have been immobilized onto an optical fiber surface through the high-affinity biotin-avidin interaction, creating an optical fiber DNA biosensor. The DNA biosensor can be used to detect free and nonlabeled nucleic acid targets in real time with excellent sensitivity and high selectivity. It is rapid, reproducible, regenerable, and durable. Combining this technology with the nanofabrication of optical fiber probes, we have also prepared submicrometer-size DNA biosensors. The sensors have been successfully used for the quantification of specific rat ␥-actin mRNA sequence amplified by the polymerase chain reaction. In addition, multiple analyte DNA biosensor arrays have been developed for the simultaneous detection of different cDNA molecules.
Compared with those MB probes used in solution (10 -17) , the biotinylated MB probe shows a relatively lower fluorescence enhancement when the probes bind to their targets. There are a few possible reasons for this observation. The most important ones are the sequence design and the selection of the fluorophore and the quencher. The MB sequence used in this work is different from other studies (10, 14) . We have chosen an optically stable dye, tetramethylrhodamine, to label the molecular beacons. This is critically important since an optically stable dye is necessary for signal collection. However, tetramethylrhodamine has less spectral overlap with the quencher than that for the more commonly used fluorescein (10, 14) . Besides these two factors, the addition of biotin to the stem may also contribute to the lower enhancement in fluorescence. Our experimental results show the biotin molecule decreases the quenching efficiency in the MB. Therefore, designing new loop sequences, increasing the spacer between biotin and the stem, and optimizing hybridization conditions will help to achieve a higher enhancement factor, thus creating ultrasmall DNA biosensors with higher sensitivity for target DNA/RNA analysis.
FIG. 6.
Fluorescence image of a submicrometer DNA biosensor. The scale bar is 10 m. The bright area is due to DNA hybridization of the MB1 immobilized at the optical fiber sensor tip. The spot is not clearly resolved optically due to the resolution of the conventional microscopy. When a noncomplementary DNA was used to test the probe, no signal was observed. Combining the single base-pair mismatch identification capability of molecular beacons with the spatially resolved imaging capability of the ICCD camera (25) , different DNA analytes can be simultaneously monitored in real time. The capability of surface immobilization of biotinylated ssDNA molecular beacons might enable the development of novel DNA biosensor microarray for genetic mutational analysis and sequencing. Combined with extremely high sensitivity (single molecule imaging capability both in solution and in a solid surface) in our optical microscopy system (25, 26) , the molecular beacon microarray sensors will allow the extensive survey of an amplified region in a DNA sequence. It is expected that microarray DNA sensors will be able to determine a large number of genetic variations simultaneously, thus providing an easy and fast way for DNA mutation studies and disease diagnosis.
